Stylish & refined
3D stripes

ATLANTIC
STRIPE 25

Atlantic Stripe 25 features a pattern of narrow,
embossed stripes with a stylish and refined
expression and a classic feel.

Atlantic Stripe 25 is an embossed fabric with a classic 25 mm
narrow-striped, 3D pattern distinguished by a discreet, all-round
elegance and a stylish, refined expression. The fine, narrow
stripes are accentuated by the exclusive softness of the fabric’s
three-layered structure that combines polyester fabric Atlantic
with a 6 mm foam core and a jersey backing.
Refined & classic aesthetics
With its straightforward design and discreet surface texture,
knitted upholstery fabric Atlantic forms the perfect base for the
fine embossed stripes enhancing the minimalist aesthetics and
classic feel.
Explore the stripes in any direction
Atlantic Stripe 25 offers endless design options and may be turned
in any direction. To create a distinct, playful expression combine
horizontal, vertical and diagonal stripes, or mix and match the
fabric with wide-striped Atlantic Stripe 40 or the graphic grid
pattern of Atlantic Square 40.

Geometric & organic
With its refined, classic stripes and discreet
base fabric, Atlantic Stripe 25 is an all-round
design suitable for upholstery of furniture as
well as for screens and other vertical surfaces.
The narrow-striped pattern performs exceptionally well on smaller designs underlining
and enhancing geometric as well as more
organic forms.

A mix of trends and classics
The standard colour palette of Atlantic Stripe 25 encompasses 12
colours spanning graphic dark tones, classic and ever-popular
red and blue and a selection of trending colours such as lime
green and orange.
Comfort & durability
Designed with a 6 mm foam core, Atlantic Stripe 25 offers superior comfort, a luxuriously soft feel and an exclusive, voluminous
texture. Moreover, the three-layered structure adds durability,
stability and strength to the design and enhances the fabric’s
visual appeal.

